rumblings of war are so often heard in these pages. What is more unthinkable, to the civilian, than war?
As the final note to this issue, the "Rediscovery," we chose an excerpt from Fritz Kreisler's Four Weeks in the Trenches. Kreisler's description of his inculcation into military life in 1915 resonates uncannily with Aronson's description of doctor training, the way it wears one down to the point that otherwise unthinkable acts are possible. In order to be a doctor, that is, in order to be able to cut into or puncture a stranger's body in an attempt to save it, "I submerged my innate responses and bent my behavior to dominant norms." Kreisler describes the extraordinary stress and fatigue of being on the firing line, and how normal responses dissolve. "You are eating a crust of bread, and a man is shot dead in the trench next to you. You look calmly at him for a moment, and then go on eating your bread. Why not? There is nothing to be done." Can people resume "normal" responses when no longer faced with imminent danger, after growing into "shaggy, lean wolves, from the necessity of subsisting on next to nothing"? Though she's writing not about war or doctoring or even any specific kind of violence, Stefany Anne Golberg offers, in her essay, the suggestion that maybe "the best way to hold onto one's humanity was to voluntarily join the wolves for some time." Kreisler, for one, went on to continue his career as a much beloved concert violinist, noted for the beauty and emotion of his playing. Golberg's essay conveys no direct experience of violence and the culture thereof, and yet by nature of its place in this issue it joins the conversation and takes it in a new direction, making it even more apparent that even in everyday life, there's plenty of danger and threat, both real and imagined.
The twenty-three pieces in this issue-twenty-four, counting the cover arteach stand alone even as they stand together; each is a world unto itself, asking its own questions, telling its own truth in its own way. They just happen to be standing next to each other right now, striking up a conversation, some more sociably than others. Alcohol and family, anxiety and art, grief and isolationthese themes also can be traced from one piece to the next. In the end there is no theme or overall message, no way to really classify one writer's response in relation to another. But as Joshua Kryah's poem suggests, "talked about / the day is less heavy and easier to carry." -CK
